Introduction {#S1}
============

Progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP) and corticobasal syndrome (CBS) are neurodegenerative disorders characterized by parkinsonism among other clinical features ([@B1], [@B2]). Both PSP and CBS share tau protein aggregation and deposition, which leads to neurodegeneration in a number of brain areas ([@B3]).

MRI studies have revealed gray matter abnormalities at multiple brain levels in both PSP and CBS: subcortical nuclei pathology is involved in both conditions, but PSP patients exhibit predominant midbrain atrophy and a limited involvement of frontal cortex pathology, while CBS patients display more evident cortical atrophy, particularly in peri-rolandic areas ([@B4]--[@B7]). Moreover, diffusion tensor imaging has revealed widespread white matter bundle damage, which suggests altered structural connectivity between cortical and subcortical structures, in both PSP and CBS patients ([@B4]--[@B8]).

Resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (rsfMRI) is an advanced technique able to monitor oscillations in the blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) signal across time, under non-arousal (resting) states. The temporal correlation of these BOLD signal fluctuations across various brain regions may reflect a resting-state functional connectivity (rsFC) between them, i.e., the presence of resting-state network (RSN) ([@B9]). Few rsfMRI studies on PSP patients adopted a seed-based analysis, which requires an *a priori* hypothesis, and showed disrupted rsFC in several subcortical nuclei ([@B10]--[@B12]). By contrast, only one study on CBS patients showed rsFC changes in the sensorimotor network that was associated with motor and cognitive abnormalities ([@B13]).

Independent component analysis (ICA) can be used to analyze whole-brain rsFC and synchronous spontaneous activity to determine well-defined large-scale RSNs without *a priori* hypotheses ([@B14]). ICA has previously been used to study rsFC in neurodegenerative diseases ([@B15]--[@B17]). To the best of our knowledge, the ICA approach has not yet been adopted to investigate rsFC in patients with PSP and CBS. The ICA analysis may provide an important insight into the global functional reorganization of the brain following gray and white matter neurodegeneration in both conditions.

Since tau pathology affects various brain areas in PSP and CBS ([@B3]--[@B6]), our hypothesis is that structural damage may differently affect functional connectivity in these two disorders. Therefore, we investigated within- and between-network rsFC abnormalities in PSP and CBS patients. We also investigated possible relationships between rsfMRI data and clinical features of patients.

Materials and Methods {#S2}
=====================

Participants {#S2-1}
------------

Twenty patients with clinically probable PSP and 11 patients with clinically probable CBS were enrolled in the study. Sixteen age- and sex-matched healthy subjects (HS) with no history of neurological or psychiatric illness were enrolled as a control group. All participants had no clinical history or evidences on standard MRI sequences of vascular diseases. From the standard MRI sequences, there were no evidences of hippocampal atrophy in any participants. All the participants were recruited at the Department of Neurology and Psychiatry, Sapienza University of Rome, Italy by neurologists experienced in Movement Disorders. The diagnosis of PSP and CBS was based on clinical criteria ([@B2], [@B18]). The clinical assessment included the Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) part III ([@B19]), Hoehn and Yahr scale (H&Y) ([@B20]), Mini-Mental State Evaluation (MMSE) ([@B21]), and Frontal Assessment Battery (FAB) ([@B22]). Participants gave their written informed consent to the study, which was approved by the institutional review board and conformed to the declaration of Helsinki.

Imaging Protocol {#S2-2}
----------------

A multimodal MRI study was performed on all the participants according to a standardized protocol on a 3-T scanner (Magnetic Verio; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) using a 12-channel head coil designed for parallel imaging (generalized autocalibrating partially parallel acquisitions). Before rsfMRI acquisition, participants were instructed to lie down, awake, and with their eyes closed, in a fully relaxed condition. The rsfMRI study included 140 volumes of spin-echo echo-planar images acquired using standard parameters (TR = 3,000 ms, TE = 30 ms, 3-mm slice thickness, 50 contiguous axial sections, refocusing pulse = 89°, FOV = 192 mm, matrix = 64 × 64, acquisition time = 7 min). High-resolution three-dimensional T1-weighted (T1-3D) magnetization-prepared radio-frequency pulses and rapid gradient-echo sampling images were acquired using standard parameters (TR = 1,900 ms, TE = 2.93 ms, 176 contiguous sagittal sections, 1 mm slice thickness, flip angle = 9°, FOV = 260 mm, matrix = 256 × 256). Dual turbo spin-echo sequences were also acquired to exclude patients with brain alterations due to concomitant diseases. CBS is an asymmetric neurological disorder with a prominent involvement of one hemisphere. In our sample, six CBS patients had a prominent involvement of the left hemisphere and five of the right hemisphere. For asymmetry correction purposes, images were flipped in these patients to align the most affected hemisphere with the left side, as previously described elsewhere ([@B10], [@B23]).

Data Analysis {#S2-3}
-------------

### Resting-State fMRI Processing {#S2-3-1}

The data analysis was performed using FMRIB Software Library (FSL package).[^1^](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} The preprocessing steps included brain extraction from T1-3D images using brain extraction software ([@B24]), head motion correction, slice timing correction, and spatial smoothening at full width half maximum of 5 mm ([@B14]). Further processing was performed using FMRIB's Non-linear Registration Tool: the functional images were registered linearly with the processed brain extracted images and then were co-registered non-linearly with Montreal Neurological Institute standard space to perform the group comparisons. Following preprocessing, multivariate group probability ICA based on FSL Melodic software was used to perform a temporal concatenation of the spatial ICA maps across all the subjects ([@B25]). A high pass temporal filtering cutoff of 100 s was applied. For the stats, we used variance-normalize time courses and automatic dimensionality estimation using temporal concatenated ICA. For the post-stats, we used threshold IC maps with background images to mean high-resolution images. A total of 25 components were obtained from 47 subjects ([@B26]). The RSNs were selected visually by careful inspection ([@B27]). The following 13 components, representing well-known RSNs, were considered further for dual regression[^2^](#fn2){ref-type="fn"}: the default mode, dorsal attention, sensorimotor, executive-control, lateral visual, insula, right and left frontoparietal, salience, auditory, orbitofrontal, cerebellum, and basal ganglia RSNs. Dual regression analysis was adopted to perform a voxel-wise comparison of group ICA by regressing the group ICA maps to an individual set of time series components and re-regressing them back into the subject spatial maps ([@B28]). The subject-specific spatial maps were used for the statistical analysis of within and between-network rsFC.

### Motion Analysis {#S2-3-2}

Head motion may substantially affect rsFC differences between individuals in the same population ([@B29]). We performed motion parameter analysis to assess differences between rsFC ([@B17]). Absolute and relative displacement values were obtained by using the McFLIRT tool in FSL and assessed across the groups by two-sample *t*-test.

### Within-Network rsFC {#S2-3-3}

Subject-specific spatial maps of the PSP, CBS, and HS were obtained from the dual regression analysis and were further compared. The spatial maps per component were analyzed by means of a two-sample unpaired *t*-test, entering covariates of no interest (age, sex, and total intracranial volume) into the model. Statistical differences were assessed by randomizing different components per subject using non-parametric permutations, incorporating a threshold-free cluster enhancement technique, and by performing 5,000 random permutations ([@B30]). For each RSN (*N* = 13), we compared each patient group with the control group and the two patient groups between them by applying unpaired *t*-test. Brain areas involved in abnormal RSNs were identified on the basis of the Harvard-Oxford atlas ([@B31]). Possible correlations between within-network rsFC and clinical scores in patients were assessed by using a general linear model implemented in FSL. The statistical threshold was set at *p* \< 0.05, family-wise error (FWE) corrected.

### Between-Network rsFC {#S2-3-4}

We compared PSP patients, CBS patients, and HS using the FSLNets toolbox[^3^](#fn3){ref-type="fn"} on the MATLAB platform. After normalization of the extracted time courses of all the RSNs identified in each subject, full and partial correlation matrices were calculated between the 13 RSNs. Between-group comparisons of time series correlations were performed using the two-sample unpaired *t*-test. The relationship between clinical scores and between-network rsFC was assessed using Spearman's rank correlation. The statistical significance threshold was set at *p* \< 0.05, FWE corrected.

Results {#S3}
=======

The demographic and clinical characteristics of the subjects included in the study are summarized in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. There was no significant difference in age or sex distribution between PSP patients, CBS patients, and HS. The mean UPDRS-III and H&Y clinical scores were similar in the two patient groups. MMSE scores were significantly lower in both patient groups than in HS; MMSE and FAB were significantly lower in PSP than in CBS patients.

###### 

Demographic and clinical characteristics in patients with progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP), corticobasal syndrome (CBS), and healthy controls.

                             Healthy controls (*n* = 16)   Patients with PSP (*n* = 20)   Patients with CBS (*n* = 11)   *p* Value[\*](#tfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   *p* Value[\*\*](#tfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}   *p* Value[\*\*\*](#tfn3){ref-type="table-fn"}
  -------------------------- ----------------------------- ------------------------------ ------------------------------ ------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------
  Age (years)                69.38 ± 4.9                   69.28 ± 4.8                    66 ± 3.9                       0.95                                        0.06                                          0.06
  Male/female                7/9                           10/10                          3/8                            0.97                                        0.38                                          0.21
  Disease duration (years)   --                            3.17 ± 1.75                    2.72 ± 1.27                    --                                          --                                            0.46
  UPDRS-III                  --                            27.2 ± 16.4                    33.9 ± 24.5                    --                                          --                                            0.36
  H&Y                        --                            3.05 ± 1.02                    2.3 ± 1.7                      --                                          --                                            0.13
  MMSE                       29.4 ± 0.9                    24.06 ± 3.78                   27.45 ± 2                      **0.004**                                   **0.002**                                     **0.01**
  FAB                        --                            11.05 ± 3.64                   15.7 ± 1.55                    --                                          --                                            **0.0004**

*UPDRS-III, Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale; H&Y, Hoehn and Yahr scale; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination; FAB, Frontal Assessment Battery*.

*Values are reported as mean ± SD*.

*\*Differences between healthy controls and PSP (unpaired *t*-test)*.

*\*\*Differences between healthy controls and CBS (unpaired *t*-test)*.

*\*\*\*Differences between PSP and CBS (unpaired *t*-test)*.

*Sex differences were assessed by χ^2^ test*.

*Significant p values are indicated in bold*.

Maximum absolute head motion was 1.38 mm in PSP, 2.98 mm in CBS, and 1.20 mm in HS. Mean absolute and relative displacement values were 0.69 ± 0.30 and 0.07 ± 0.03 mm in PSP, 0.75 ± 0.69 and 0.10 ± 0.10 mm in CBS, and 0.40 ± 0.28 and 0.07 ± 0.06 mm in HS. There were no significant differences in motion parameters between any of the three groups of subjects.

Within-Network Connectivity {#S3-1}
---------------------------

Within-network rsFC was higher in both PSP and CBS than in HS in the default mode and cerebellum RSNs (Figures [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A,B). In addition, within-network rsFC in sensorimotor, executive-control and insula RSNs was higher in CBS patients than in HS (Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C--E). When PSP and CBS patients were compared, we did not observe any significant difference in within-network rsFC. The MMSE score positively correlated with cerebellar within-network rsFC in the left crus I, left I--VI lobule, right I--V lobule, and vermis in PSP patients (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). No other significant correlations between the clinical scores and within-network rsFC were observed.

![Resting-state networks showing significantly higher within-network resting-state functional connectivity (rsFC) in PSP than in healthy subjects (*yellow*). *Red* areas represent significantly increased rsFC. **(A)** Default mode network: precuneus and posterior cingulate cortex bilaterally; **(B)** cerebellum network: left crus I, I--VI lobule, I--V lobule, and vermis. Data are shown at *p* \< 0.05, corrected for family-wise error.](fneur-08-00248-g001){#F1}

![Resting-state networks showing significantly higher within-network connectivity in corticobasal syndrome than in healthy subjects (*yellow*). *Blue* areas represent significantly increased resting-state functional connectivity. **(A)** Default mode network: precuneus, posterior cingulate cortex and lingual gyrus bilaterally; **(B)** cerebellum network: crus I bilaterally, left I--VI lobule, right I--VI lobule, and vermis; **(C)** sensorimotor network: pre- and postcentral gryus, sensorimotor area, posterior cingulate cortex, superior parietal lobule, and supramarginal gyrus bilaterally; **(D)** executive-control network: frontal pole, superior frontal gyrus, paracingulate gyrus, anterior cingulate cortex bilaterally as well as right middle frontal gyrus; **(E)** left insular cortex: left planum polare and anterior superior temporal gyrus. Data are shown at *p* \< 0.05, corrected for family-wise error.](fneur-08-00248-g002){#F2}

![*Green* areas represent areas of positive correlations between the Mini-Mental State Evaluation scores and within-network cerebellar resting-state functional connectivity. Results are shown at *p* \< 0.05, corrected for family-wise error.](fneur-08-00248-g003){#F3}

Between-Network Connectivity {#S3-2}
----------------------------

Both PSP and CBS patients exhibited lower rsFC between the lateral visual and auditory RSNs than HS. PSP patients exhibited lower rsFC between the cerebellum and insula RSNs than CBS and HS. Finally, CBS patients exhibited higher rsFC between the salience and executive-control RSNs than HS (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). No significant correlations between the clinical scores and between-network rsFC were observed.

![Matrix map of partial correlation obtained from 13 resting-state networks (RSNs) time courses of whole group of participants. **(A)** The between-network partial correlation maps in PSP and healthy subjects (HS). **(B)** The between-network partial correlation maps in corticobasal syndrome (CBS) and HS. **(C,D)** The *t*-test values when PSP and CBS were compared separately with HS. **(E)** The *t*-test values when both the patient groups were compared with each other. Yellow stars represent significant differences in between-network connectivity after group comparisons; color bars indicate the *t*-stat values. Red boxes represent increased between-network resting-state functional connectivity (rsFC), and blue boxes represent decreased between-network rsFC. The 13 RSNs: DMN, default mode network; DA, dorsal attention; SMN, sensorimotor network; ECN, executive-control network; LVN, lateral visual network; INS, insula; rFPN, right fronto-parietal network; lFPN, left fronto-parietal network; SN, salience network; AN, auditory network; OFN, orbitofrontal network; CBN, cerebellum network; BGN, basal ganglia network. Results are shown at *p* \< 0.05, corrected for family-wise error.](fneur-08-00248-g004){#F4}

Discussion {#S4}
==========

In the present study, we used an ICA-based method to evaluate rsFC changes in PSP and CBS patients. The analysis of within- and between-network rsFC revealed functional abnormalities involving several RSNs in both conditions.

A novel finding of the present study is the increased within-network rsFC in the default mode and cerebellum RSNs observed in PSP and CBS patients, which may reflect widespread neurodegenerative phenomena in both conditions. Since the default mode network is mainly associated with cognitive functions ([@B32], [@B33]), the increased within-network rsFC observed in both PSP and CBS may underlie the cognitive impairment often observed in these conditions ([@B34]). The correlation found in patients with PSP between the within-network rsFC of the cerebellum and MMSE scores provides further insight into the possible mechanisms underlying the cognitive impairment in this condition. The lack of a similar correlation in CBS may either be due to the lower cognitive decline we observed in these patients than in PSP or indicate different underlying pathophysiological mechanisms. The cerebellum contributes to several motor and non-motor functions ([@B35]), and the significance of increased rsFC within the cerebellum RSN in PSP and CBS has yet to be fully clarified.

We observed increased within-network rsFC in the sensorimotor RSN, which may reflect tau burden and gray matter loss in the peri-rolandic cortex, in CBS patients alone ([@B36], [@B37]). This finding is consistent with previous studies showing an increased involvement of cortical areas in CBS ([@B5], [@B38]). Accordingly, we observed increased within-network rsFC in the executive-control and insula RSNs. Sensorimotor RSNs play a predominant role in motor planning, preparation, and execution ([@B39]), while the executive-control and insula RSNs are prevalently associated with cognitive, attentional, and emotional processes ([@B40], [@B41]). The rsFC abnormalities we observed may contribute to various cortical symptoms in CBS, e.g., alien limb, myoclonus, and cortical sensory loss ([@B42]).

Both PSP and CBS patients displayed decreased rsFC between the lateral visual and auditory RSNs, which are anatomically interconnected ([@B43]) and are involved in high order multisensory integration ([@B39], [@B44]). The impaired functional coupling between the lateral visual and auditory RSNs might disrupt multimodal sensory input processing, although the clinical correlate of this abnormality has yet to be clarified.

PSP patients also displayed lower rsFC between the cerebellum and insula RSNs than either CBS patients or HS, a finding likely to be due to altered structural connections between the cerebellum and limbic system ([@B45]). As the cerebellum and insula are both associated with emotional processing ([@B46], [@B47]), a lower functional interaction may be the underlying substrate of the emotional changes and altered emotional processing often reported in PSP ([@B48]). Finally, we observed increased rsFC between the salience and executive-control RSNs in patients with CBS, but not in those with PSP. These two RSNs are interconnected and play a role in cognition ([@B9], [@B49]). In particular, the salience RSN plays an important role in cognitive control by integrating input stimuli and identifying the most relevant ones ([@B50]), whereas the executive-control RSN is involved in working memory, judgment, decision-making, and goal-directed behavior ([@B51], [@B52]). The increased functional connections between these networks may be interpreted as a compensatory plastic rearrangement aimed at preserving cognitive function ([@B53]).

The increased within-network rsFC we observed in PSP and CBS is consistent with the results of previous studies that reported enhanced functional connectivity in other diseases, i.e., frontotemporal dementia, Parkinson's disease, and Huntington's disease ([@B15]--[@B17]). Taken together, these results point to higher synchronous baseline activity in various RSNs induced by neurodegeneration. The resulting loss of network specialization ([@B17], [@B54]) and/or inhibitory interneurons ([@B55], [@B56]) may contribute to a generalized spread of neuronal activity, abnormal oscillations, and synchronization ([@B57]). Alternatively, the increase in functional connectivity may represent a plasticity-related shift in neuronal activity from atrophic to intact brain structures, as has been suggested by other authors ([@B15]). Between-network rsFC changes have also been reported in other neurodegenerative conditions. Reduced between-network rsFC is believed to reflect the structural decoupling of interregional networks resulting from degeneration of long-range white matter fibers, whereas increased between-network rsFC is believed to reflect a compensatory or maladaptive plastic rearrangement of coupling between interregional networks ([@B53]).

This study presents a number of strengths as well as some limitations. We used an unbiased approach of whole-brain rsFC analysis that provides an overall view of spontaneous brain activity at rest, which is arranged in clearly defined functional networks ([@B14]). Previous rsFC investigations on PSP, which, unlike ours, used an *a priori*-based approach, reported reduced rsFC of pre-defined regions of interest, i.e., between subcortical nuclei and cortical and cerebellar areas ([@B10]--[@B12]). Results obtained by means of different fMRI postprocessing methodologies and including heterogeneous samples of patients cannot, however, easily be compared. Since PSP and CBS are rare neurodegenerative disorders, it is often difficult to recruit large samples of patients. To avoid loss of information (statistical error type II), we used a less conservative approach of analysis, correcting the results for multiple comparisons at a voxel level but not at an RSN level. Moreover, we only recruited patients with a probable clinical diagnosis since a definite diagnosis of the disease can only be made by performing a postmortem examination.

Conclusion {#S5}
==========

In conclusion, this study provides novel information on abnormal functional connectivity in PSP and CBS. The increased within-network rsFC in well-defined functional networks is likely to be due to disturbed neuronal activity caused by neurodegeneration. Changes in between-network rsFC reflect structural disconnection due to white matter fiber damage ([@B6]) or an attempt at functional reorganization in response to neurological disruption ([@B53]). The results of this study provide a better understanding of the pathophysiology of PSP and CBD. Future studies are warranted to further clarify the role of altered brain connectivity and its relationship with motor and non-motor features in these conditions.
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